All for one, one for all: Hippocampal and
cortical neurons oscillate both individually
and as a network
31 March 2016, by Stuart Mason Dambrot
the activity in these areas. Similarly, they state, the
ability to couple and create large ensembles of
synchronized oscillations will be important to
understand how the activity spread to larger areas.

This is a scanning electron micrograph (false color) of a
human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived neuron.
Credit: Thomas Deerinck, UC San Diego

(Medical Xpress)—In dynamic neuronal networks,
pervasive oscillatory activity is usually explained by
pointing to pacemaking elements that synchronize
and drive the network. Recently, however,
scientists at The Weizmann Institute of Science in
Israel studied synchronized periodic bursting that
emerged spontaneously in a network of in vitro rat
hippocampus and cortex neurons, finding that
roughly 60% of all active neurons were selfsustained oscillators when disconnected from the
network – and that each neuron oscillated at its
own frequency, which is controlled by the neuron's
excitability. The researchers say that neuronal
oscillations are widespread in the brain, not only in
processes that require timing but also observed
over natural activity characteristic of many areas –
and that their realization that single neurons
operating in default mode with no relevant input
tend to oscillate may be important in deciphering

Prof. Elisha Moses and Medical Xpress discussed
the paper that he and his colleagues published in
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
"Employing multielectrode arrays to follow the
spontaneous activity of up to 59 single neurons
continuously and simultaneously in a dissociated
culture was a basic technical capability that has
made our discoveries possible," Moses tells
Medical Xpress. "In our labs, we use three basic
measurements to monitor network activity in
neuronal cultures. The first – the one our paper
mainly discusses – is an electrical measurement
using multi-electrode arrays, in which the external
signature of the neuronal action potential, or spike,
is monitored with an array of metal electrodes."
Multielectrode arrays (MEAs) act as neural
interfaces that connect neurons to electronic
circuitry. The scientists used the MEAs to measure
spikes in multiple neurons simultaneously.
"Our second technique was fluorescent calcium
imaging, which involves optical imaging of
fluorescent cellular activity that changes once the
neuron fires and calcium flows inside. An
advantage of this technique," Moses explains, "is
that a large number of neurons can simultaneously
be monitored." Their third method was the classic
patch clamp electrophysiology technique, which
allows the measurement of single or multiple ion
channels in neural and other cell types with great
precision, control and detail. "If the cell participates
in network activity, there are subtle signs in its
activity that can be observed and that inform us of
the entire network activation. The use of MEAs in
particular," he adds, "has enabled us to measure a
regime that was mostly ignored up to now, in which
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there is no calcium in the external medium. This is a calcium concentration in the fluid, which bathes the
regime that was not probed in detail before, where neuronal network, and relying on MEAs for the
electrical signals are still measurable but calcium
measurement of firing activity. At zero calcium the
fluorescence imaging is not." Moses points out that ability of the synapse to release and eventually
the use of MEAs has turned out to be crucial for
recruit vesicles for the synaptic connection is
observing the oscillations of individual and
disrupted, Moses tells Medical Xpress, thereby
independently active neurons.
being an alternative way to break up the network
into individual neurons. "In retrospect, we
A critical aspect of their study was showing that
understand that under physiological conditions –
hippocampal and cortical neurons fire in an
that is, 1-1.5mM calcium and 4-5 mM potassium –
oscillatory manner, both individually and as a
the excitability of the neurons is low, and therefore
network. "The periodicity of the network at nonzero most single neurons are not active when the
calcium concentrations is an observation that has network is disconnected by blockers. However,
been under some controversy over the years,"
when they're connected under the same conditions,
Moses notes. Previously, the inter-burst interval
network bursts are enabled by the activity of only a
(the time between bursts, or IBI) has been reported few percent of the neurons in the network, whose
by others to have complicated, even fractal,
excitability is higher." (A millimole (mM) is onestatistics. If so, Moses points out, this might
thousandth of a mole, the latter being the amount of
indicate that neurons are in a critical physical phase a chemical substance that contains as many
transition regime. "However, we showed that the
elementary entities – such as atoms, ions,
behavior of IBIs depends strongly on the
molecules, or free radicals – as there are atoms in
composition of the external fluid in which the
12 grams of carbon-12, which is a constant
measurement is carried out: For a well-controlled
expressed by Avogadro's number, 6.023 × 1023.)
composition of this fluid under physiological
conditions," he illustrates, "we consistently
A key finding was that calcium has an effect on
observed periodic firing behavior; however for fluids excitability, enabling network connectivity by
with less-controlled components the behavior can increasing synaptic release while concurrently
indeed become highly complex." Since this was
reducing single neuron excitability. Moses notes
important in resolving the previous reports, the
that the important and wide-ranging effects that
scientists verified and complemented the
calcium concentration both in the cell and outside it
measurement made with MEAs by using the
are well documented. "Calcium is important both for
fluorescence calcium imaging as well as the patch the fast ready to release pool of vesicles and the
clamp measurement methodologies.
slower process of recruitment of vesicles to the
synapse. By using barium instead of calcium, which
At the same time, Moses adds, the independent
is known to play a role in the second process but
periodicity of individual neurons within the neural
not in the first, we were able to see synchronization
culture is a completely new observation. "In
of the frequency but not of the phase, so that we
principle, to get independently firing neurons one
saw network bursts that are wide in time rather than
must disrupt the synaptic connections that make up abrupt and simultaneous. We have therefore been
the neuronal network. Traditionally, this was done able to show that a large number of the properties
by blocking receptors for a variety of
that make calcium special as a control element
neurotransmitters on the receiving end – that is, at come into play in the coupling between neurons in
the post-synaptic neuron. This was always followed the neuronal culture." At low calcium, he adds,
by a complete suppression of the activity, both of
neurons are very active but not coupled; at higher
the network (since it was now disconnected) but
concentration they are less active but highly
surprisingly also of the single neurons. Our
coupled – so the balance struck by the neural
approach, on the contrary, was to block the sending culture is really quite striking, and can be easily
side, or pre-synaptic neuron."
disrupted or controlled by varying the concentration
of calcium.
The researchers achieved this by going to zero
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Relatedly, magnesium decreased excitability
characteristic of the final stage of synchronization."
without affecting connectivity, but did not participate
in the synaptic processes, where Moses says
The scientists also reported that excitability and
calcium is the key player. By adding magnesium
connectivity could be modified by systematically
the researchers were able to dissect the two
varying the network environment. "Network
contributions of calcium, showing what the effect on dynamics are usually thought to be determined by
excitability alone does.
their connections – that is, synaptic strength.
However, we're able to take the same network and,
In their paper, the researchers reported that
without any change in its architecture, obtain very
periodic network bursts originate in collective
different dynamics just by changing the conditions
effects rather than in specialized pacemaking
that the synapse is feeling externally." Moses says
elements that control the rest of the network.
this shows that most of neuronal dynamics can be
Specifically, Moses says that there are three
controlled externally – for example, by the glial cells
scenarios for the origin of periodic firing in the
or by slightly changing the extracellular ion
network:
concentrations – and adds that the external
environment can also explain some of the
1. One or a few specialized individual neurons
controversies related to the wide variety of neuronal
oscillate and they drive the network at their own
activities that has been observed by different
frequency
experimental groups over the years.
2. The network has its own dynamics, unaffected
by and unrelated to the activity of a single neuron,
that fixes its frequency

The paper reports that synaptic blockers elucidated
the involvement of neurotransmission in coupling
individual neurons. "In general, the role of synaptic
blockers for disrupting the network has been
3. The neurons have individual dynamics with
confusing because the neural excitability is low,"
different frequencies, but when connected they
Moses explains. "We were able to raise or lower
influence each other and reach a collective mean the excitability by adding potassium or magnesium,
frequency that is adopted by the network
respectively, and in both cases saw that the
neurons tend to be oscillatory both on their own
"The third scenario has a long and distinguished list and collectively when connected. Moreover, the
of models and of people who've worked on how
gradual appearance of synchronization as calcium
neurons interact to create this collective effect,"
is increased gives a clear intuition onto the role of
Moses says. "Kuramoto1 suggested the initial
the connectivity in driving the network oscillations."
model, whereby sinusoidal oscillators interact to
make a network oscillation. This was generalized
In addition, the researchers write that glial cells and
2
by Strogatz to describe units that couple by spikes other coupling mechanisms should also be
rather than continuously. Finally, Ermentrout3,
considered. "The effect of one neuron on its
4
5
Hansel and Golomb then showed how this is
neighbors is complex, and mediated by several
relevant for neurons. However," Moses stresses,
mechanisms," Moses tells Medical Xpress. "A
"while we have not proven this beyond any doubt, number of mechanisms that influence the coupling
our results strongly support the third scenario by
between neurons exist, such as the effect of glial
showing the relation between the frequency of the cells, which are abundant in our neuronal culture
bursting network and the mean of the distribution of and whose influence on the network activity is
the individual neurons. Furthermore, we're able to generally accepted to be relevant and important.
follow the transition to collective behavior as we
Our work has not covered the possible contribution
gradually crank up the coupling strength between of glial cells, and this is certainly an open problem
the neurons, and we were able to see how the
that can be of interest in our future studies."
neurons first synchronize their frequency and then
gradually line up their phases so that they are firing Medical Xpress asked Moses if, given the paper's
simultaneously in the bursting network
focus on the hippocampus, he has any comments
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on the work by Berger6 and his colleagues at the
results add neural synchrony as an important
University of Southern California in Los Angeles in member to this family of systems where coupling
implementing a functional hippocampal prosthesis – between individual oscillating units leads to a large
a device that has performed well in laboratory
collective bursting oscillations." In general, he adds,
testing in animals and reportedly is being evaluated the dynamics of neural networks are interesting not
for use in human patients. "There's no doubt in my because they model the brain (they actually don't,
mind that prosthetics will prove a driving force in
since the connections are very different), but rather
unraveling fundamental questions of neuroscience, because they present a simplified system in which
since they are driven by a real medical need and
neuronal activity can be understood in full,
can provide a unique window into the function of
presenting a model to study the interactions
the brain along with a handle into influencing its
between the single neurons and the collective
dynamics in ways that we have not seen before.
computation that results.
Since the prosthetics offer a communication gate
into neurons in the brain, our results offer insight
"Our work is mostly a successful application of
and can be important in identifying how to talk with synergy between physics and neuroscience,"
those neurons in vivo. The unknown language or
Moses concludes. "We've been able to join the
code by which neurons communicate is a major
physical picture of a network and the coupling
question that is still not well understood, and our
between its nodes, with the neurobiological picture
realization that oscillations are the basic building
of single neuron excitability and dynamics."
block of the neuronal repertoire may turn out useful
in this context."
More information: Network synchronization in
hippocampal neurons, Proceedings of the National
Regarding the researchers' plans, Moses says, two Academy of Sciences March 22, 2016 vol. 113 no.
immediate questions relate to the nature of the
12 3341-3346, doi:10.1073/pnas.1515105113
individual neuronal oscillations and of the networks
bursts. "We intend to identify different cells within Related:
the culture, and to find out the range of oscillatory
1
behavior and frequencies for the different types.
Kuramoto Y (1975) Self-entrainment of a
Current ability to separate neural populations by
population of coupled non-linear oscillators.
FACS promises the ability to build networks of
International Symposium on Mathematical
different neuronal elements and to relate neuronal Problems in Theoretical Physics (Springer, Berlin),
properties with their firing dynamics. In the longer pp 420–422
term, our lab has an ongoing effort into the
construction of neuronal logical devices, where the 2Strogatz SH (2000) From Kuramoto to Crawford:
addition of a natural intrinsic clock for the
Exploring the onset of synchronization in
computation is of fundamental importance. In
populations of coupled oscillators. Physica D
parallel, we cooperate with theoretical physicists
143(1):1–20
from Diderot University in Paris who are developing
3
predictive models to describe the transition to
Ermentrout GB, Kopell N (1991) Multiple pulse
synchrony." In addition, the group is looking into the interactions and averaging in systems of coupled
ability to externally excite neurons with
neural oscillators. J Math Biol 29(3):195–217
technologies such as magnetic and ultrasonic
stimulation, and other avenues of research involve 4Hansel D, Mato G, Meunier C (1993) Phase
the network structure of activity in the whole brain. dynamics for weakly coupled Hodgkin-Huxley
neurons. Europhys Lett 23(5):367–372
"Synchrony covers a wide range of phenomena,
from the synchronization of firefly nocturnal firing to 5Golomb, D, and Hansel, D. The Number of
the discovery of menstrual synchrony by
Synaptic Inputs and the Synchrony of Large,
McClintock7 and its implications on how humans
Sparse Neuronal Networks. Neural Computation
communicate," Moses tells Medical Xpress. "Our
May 2000, Vol. 12, No. 5, Pages 1095-1139,
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